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4.

5.

l. Distinguish between external and internal nose. List out the sources

Write the needs of modulation in communication system.

Z. Define Hilbert transformation. Show that impulse response of an ideal

non-causal.

10. what is frequency division multiplexing (FDMX Describe the

telephony.q

3. Define energy spectral density and power spectral density firnction of a signal and hence

derive the auto ionelation function of white noise utilizing power spectral density along

with necessary diagrams.

How does SSB differ from conventional AM and DSB-SC? Describe

generation of DSB-SC AM wave using Balance modulator.

An Amplitude modulated wave is given by

s(t;=100cos(2zc*106t)+30cos(2n*106t)cos(2n*1031)+40cos(Zn*106t)cos(4n*102t)Volt
a) Draw the frequency spectrum of modulated wave

b) Net modulation index

c) Total modulated Power

d) EfficiencY

6. Describe any one method of demodulating DSB-FC AM signal'

7. Derive the expression for single tone modulated FM signal

coefficients.

8. Describe the process of demodulation of FM using PLL.

g. Why pre-emphasis and de-emphasis circuits are used in

Explain the functional block diagram of stereo encoder.

commercial FM broadcasting?

of interference .

I2+2+41

low pass filter is
12+61

14+41

the process of
[3+5]

[3+2+2+t]

t8l

in terms of Besse1

l8l

t8l

[3+5]

method of FDM in
12+61

:f,! t
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be minimized? Alsol. Distinguish between noise and interference? How their effects can

explain why modulation is needed in communication system' 14+2+21

and frequency
distortionless

13+2+31

12+61

AM
[3+3+3]

Z. Define Hilbert Transform; describe it with mathematical expression

response. Mention the properties of Hilbert Transform. Explain

transmission channel with its frequency response.

State and prove Rayleigh energy theorem for a given energy signal x(t)'

Find the time domain and frequency domain expressions for single tone DSB-FC

modulated wave. Also, show the spectrum of the modulated signal.

aJ.

4.

5. A cosine carrier of frequency 750 KHz is amplitude modulated by another cosine wave of
ftequency 325 Hz resulting in maximum and minimum carrier amplitudes of 1l0v and

90V respectively: 12+3+21

a) Draw the waveform of AM wave thus created'

b) Write the expression of the resulting AM wave'

c) Find the total power radiated and efficiency.

6. Explain the phase shift method of generation of SSB AM modulated wave. what are the

pt* *a cons of this method? 16+2)

7. Explain the envelope detection method for the demodulation ^of AM wave with necessary

"orrdition, 
for time constants and waveforms. 14+2+21

8. What is angle modulation? Find the time domain and ftequency domain expression of
single tone modulated FM signal. l2+3+fj

g. A 102.4 MHz carrier signal is frequency modulated by a 5 KHz sine wave. The resultant

FM signal has frequency deviation of 75 KHz. Now, determine the followings: (a) canier

swing-of f'fr.l slgnal, (t) the bandwidth occupied by FM signal and (c) modulation index' [3+3+3]

10. what is frequency division multiplexing (FDM)? Describe the FDM hierarchy in

telephony. ! [2+5i
*{'{'
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l. What do you
example.

mean by channel in communication system? Classiff the channel with
[4+6]

2.

3.

4.

5,

6.

7.

Define Hilbert transform? How is it different from Fourier transform? State the properties

of HT. [4+2+4]

Compare DSB-AM and SSB wave in terms of transmission power and bandwidth.

Describe how ring modulator can be used to generate DSB-SC. [4+6]

What is power spectral density function (PSDF)? Derive an expression for PSDF of an

arbitraryiignal X(t). t4+61

With block diagram and necessary mathematics, show that the Costas loop can be used as

a practical synlhronous receiving system suitable for use with the DSB-SC modulated

wave. tlol

What is angle modulation? Explain with the help of equation and block diagram,

Armstrong method of generating FM signal.

The angle modulated signal is given by S(t) =20cos (6x108 t+7 sin 1 250t)

Determine:

i) The carier and modulating frequency

ii) The modulation index
iii) Marimum frequencY deviation

iv) Power dissipated in 10 C) resistor

8. Write short notes on:

i) Filter and oscillator requirements in FDM
ii) Stereo FM encoder

***

the

[4+6]

12.5x4l

[5+s]
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How does noise limit the perforrnance of communication system? Describe the types and
causes of any four types of internal noise that may affect the communication system. [2+g]
a) What do you understand by Impluse response and transfer functions of a system?

Explain its significance. vr vuv'r 
V+21

b) Define Energy and Power Signal. Explain the meaning of bandwidth of a system
along with necessary diagrams. v ur eev' 

L2+21
Define power Spectral Density (PSD). Find expression for psD and its relationship withautocorrelation function 

[2+4+4]
Why is conventional AM wasteful of power and bandwidth? Explain the method ofconventional AM generation by using r*it.hing modulator. 'r ------ ^^^ve'vs v' 

[4+6]
An amplitude modulated wave is given by
s(t) - 50(1 + 0.3cos3 t4t.60t + 0.2cos25 t3.2st)cosl 06 t
i) Draw the s(t)
ii) Determin
iii) Calculate

6' Draw the block diagram of Costas Loop detector and explain how it demodulates
SC AM and corrects for phase enor. .

[4+3+3]

Find the time domain expression for Narrowband FM signal. How NBFM can be used togenerate Wideband FM signal? vv EvY.. u\ 
rc+41

Write short notes on: (any two) 
[2x5]

i) Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM)
ii) FDMA in Satellite Communication
iii) Filter and Oscillator requirements in FDM

a
J.

4.

5.

7.

8.

DSB.

14+4+21

***
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lN l. Define noise, interference and distortion? What will be their effects in communication?v Explain briefly thermal and high frequency noise. [3+1+3]
.@ *. Define LTI system]fira the expression (in time domain) for the output of a LTI. t2-{q

@ *3. What do you rmderstand by Energy Spectral Density (ESD)? Find ESD and total energy
g

for sinc pulse defined by g(t): A sinc (2W0. tzlCI+q
4. a) What do you understand by modulation? Why modulation is needed? Find ttre

fuquency domain expression for standard AM wave for single tone message signal. 12+2+31

b) With the help of block diagram and expression explain the phase shift method for
generation of SSB-AM wave. t6l

c) AnAMwaveisrepresentedbySay(t)=20(l *0.8cos2zr 1000t)cos (9424777.96t)
volts. Find Pxal
i) Amplifirde of all frequency components
ii) Modulation index
iii) Mo<imum and minimtrm amplitude of AM wave

|iv) Frequency of USB and LSB

5. a) Draw the circuit diagram and the waveforms and describe how envelope detector can

be used for demodulation of standard AM wave. t5l

b) Describe the operation of PLL and show that it can be used to demodulate AM. t6l

6. a) Find the time domain expression for single tone FM modulated waves interms of

@

Bessel coefficients.

b) Describe the limiter-discriminator

c) A modulating signal m(t) = 5
frequency sensitivity of 9

for demodulation of FM wave.

t is applied to an FM modulator that has a

t6I

t71

Pxal

121@l

Compute (r) peak frequency deviation, (ii)
modulation index, (iii) and (iv) Carson's bandwidth.

@
trl. Describe the principle of frequency multiplexing (FDM). Briefly explain SCPC

and DAMA types of FDMA.
t**
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l. Draw the block diagram of communication system and explain each component briefly. t6l

2. Define Hilbert transformation. State and explain the properties of LTI system. 12+41

3. Define white noise. Establish relation between psdf and the AC function of a white noise. [3+3]

4. What are the advantages of SSB-AM over DSBFC-AM? Derive the expression for SSB
signal. 12+41

5. Explain the generation of DSB-FC AM using switching modulator with the help of
diagrams and expressions. t8l

6. Show the effect of phase error in coherent detection of DSB-SC AM. Explain the
demodulation of AM using PLL. 14+41

7. Explain the operation of FM super heterodyne radio receiver. t8l

8. The equation of an angle modulation voltage is E: 10 sin (108t + 3 sin l04t). Calculate
the carrier and modulating frequency, modulating index and power dissipated in 100 O
resistor. t2+2+2+27

9. Explain demodulation of FM using limiter-discriminator method. Why pre-emphases is
needed in FM during tansmission? 16+21

10. Define FDMA. Write about FDM in telephone hierarchy. 12+61

11. Write short notes on: 14+41

a) Stereo encoder
b) Distortion and interference

rf **
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l. Discuss linear, non linear, causal and time invariant systems used. in communication. Prove
that the output of any system is given by convolution of input and impulse response of the
system. [4+41

2. What do you mean by square law approximation? How can you use it for the modulation of
DSB-AM? 121,61

3. Compare DSB-AM, DSB-SC and SSB in terms of complexity, power and bandwidth
efficiency. ISI

4. Derive the general expression for frequency modulation. Explain with the block diagram how
can you generate FM using phase modulator. [3+5]

5. State any four properties of the Fourier Transform. Derive the expression for the Rayleigh
Energy Theorem. [4+4]

6. Derive the expression for the SQNR of uniformly quantized PCM. What is the relation
between SQNR value and bit used for coding? 16+21

7. Prove that signaling rate for time division multiplexingof 24 voice channels is'equal to 1.544
Mbps. t8I

8. An audio signal given as 15 sin2n (150ft) and amplitude modulates a carrier given as 60 sin
2zc (100,000t) determine the following: l2x4l
a) Sketch the audio signal

b) Construct the modulated wave

c) Determine the modulation index and percent modulation

d) What frequencies would present in a spectrum analysis of modulated wave?

9. State the Shannon Channel Capacity Theorem. Discuss the implication of this theory in
communication system. t8I

10. Write short notes on: l2x4l
a) Convolutional codes

b) Threshold effect in demodulation of FM
*. tl.*
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1. Differentiate between noise and interference. What are the limitations posed by them in
communication system? [3+3]

2. Define linear time invariant system. What is the significance of such system in
communication engineering? 12+31

3. List out any three the properties of autocorrelation function. Mention the autocorrelation
firnction of white noise. [3+3]

4. How is SSB different from conventional full carrier AM? Describe how ring modulator
can be used to generate DSB-SC. [2+5]

5. What is vestigial side band modulation? What is the motivation behind using VSB? Why
is VSB suitable for television fiansmission? 12+2+21

6. The amplitude modulated signal is given by x(t): 50 cos(2n x 106 t) + 15 cos(2n x 106 t)
cos(2zcx l03t)+20cos(2zrx 1061)cos(4rx 102t). 13+2+2!

a) Draw the spectrum.
b) Find the total modulated power.
c) Find the net modulation index.

7. Explain envelope detector. Include in your explanation how the values of capacitor and
resistors be chosen so that the output of detector is the envelope of the signal as its input. t6l

8. How can synchronous demodulator be used to detect DSB-SC wave? Explain
mathematically, the effects of phase error and frequency error in local oscillator while
demodulating DSB-SC [3+3]

9. How is the spectrum of Narrow band FM similar to and different from the spectnrm of
conventional AM? Explain howNBFM is generated by using Armstrong's method. 12+57

10. Explain withle-cpssary. matlpmatical^relations, the d-emodulation of FM wave using non-
synchronous method. - t6l

ll.What are the requirements for a good radio receiver? Explain the operation of a

superheterodyne receiver. [3+51

12. Write short notes on: [5+5]

a) FDM Telephone Hierarchy
b) Distortionless Transmission

***

i
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I. -g)z Define modulation and explain the reasons for modulation. Compare noise, distortion
and interference. 12+41

b) Differentiate between energy spectral density function and power spectral density
function. Derive the expression of power spectral density function of a arbitqry

[2+61signal z(t) 12+6;

2,f u) Compare various types of AM systems in terms of transmission power and
' transmission bandwidth. Expalin any one method generating DSB-FC AM. 12+41

2 Gven the modulated wave, u(t):[20+2cos3000zrt+10cos6000zrt] cos2rcft
where f":105H2. l2x4l

i) Sketch the spectrurn of the signal
ii) Find power contained in each frequency component
iii) Calculate efficiency
iv) Transmission bandwidth of the system

3. al Derive the expression for SSB wave modulated by a low pass signal m(t).

J)rWtrat is the limitation of square law detector for DSB-AM detection? Explain the

operation of envelope detector with required diagrams and conditions. 12+6)

4. the expression for signal tone modulated FM signal interm of Bessel

t6l

Explain the role of amplitude limiter used in limiter discriminator method. Prove that

PLL can be yse.$ as F\! demodulptor. . , a o t2!61

a) V4rry pre-emphasis and de-emphasis circuits are required in commercial FM
*/broadcasting? Explain the functional block diagram of stereo encoder. [2+4)

b) In an FM system a baseband signal band limited to 10 KHZ modulates 100 MHZ
carrier wave so that the frequency deviation is75KHZ. L4+41

Find:
i) Carrier frequency swing in the FM signal and modulation index
ii) The practical bandwidth of the fm signal

6. Short notes on: (any two)

j)/Distortionless Transmission

-*{ F rcquency Division Multiplexing (FDM)
iii) Superheterodyne Receiver

t**

t6I

).

[2x5]
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1. What are the main components of analog communication system? Describe briefly about
each component. Find the tansfer firnction for distortionless system. 12+5+31

2. Define energy and power spectral density functions. Find power spectral density and

average power for the periodic signal defined by g(t) : A cos(2ruf"t+e). [4+6]

3. What do you understand by modulation? Why modulation is needed? Find the time and
frequency domain expressions for standard AM wave for single tone mdssage signal. [2+2+6I

4. An AM wave is represented by Sev(t) : 10 (l+0.8cos 25132.74t) cos (9424777.96t)
volts. [2x5]

Find:

i) Amplitude of all frequency components
ii) Modulation index
iii) Ma:rimum and minimum amplitude of AM wave
iv) Bandwidth of the signal
v) Power spectrum of the modulated signal.

5. Describe how envelope detector can be used for demodulation of standard AM wave.

Explain why DSB-SC and SSB can not be demodulated using envelop detector.

6. Find the time domain expression for signal tone FM modulated wave, in terms of Bessel

coefficients. Derive the expression for estimating practical bandwith of a FM signal.

7. A sinusoidal modulating signal m(t) : 5cos 18849.55t is applied to an FM modulator that
has a frequency sensitivity of 9 I(HzlV. The amplitude of the carrier is 25V and the

frequency is 88.7Mh2. Compute:

i) Peak frequency deviation ii) Modulation index

iii) Frequency swing iv) Carson's bandwidth and

v) Total power delivered in 104 resistor..

8. Describe the principle of frequency division multiplexing (FDM) with its standard

hierarchy in telephony system.
* 'f,1.

[6+4]

l2x5l

14+61

[6+4]

i

I
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I
I
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1. Draw and explain the functional block diagram of analog communication system.
Define modulation and justifr its use in communications. (4+4+2)

2. Express the single side-band modulated signal in-teruls of the band-lirnited
rnodulaing signal m(t) and its Hilbert fransformation. Briefly discuss filtering
method of generating SSB signal. (6+4)

3. Differentiate between FDM and TDM. Draw spectral details and explain various
stm{ar{ groups of FDM telephone hierachy. (4+6)

4. With exdmples, differentiate between distortion" nois€ and interference. Briefly
explain any four t5rpes of nolse wsrmtered in courmunieadon (6t4)

5: Evaluate the maximum data rate that can be transmitted error free through a
channel witli a bandwidth of I Mhz and a rninimum of 10 dB SNR at the input
of the ctrannel decoder. (10)

6. Define information. Derive the expression for evatuating the average amount of
information contained in a statistically independent long sequence of symbols.

(4+6)
7. Derive the expression for the imputse respoffie of a marched filter for an arbitrary 

,

input sipal z(0. . (10)

8, Write short notes sn:

a) Threshold effect in FM
b) Convolutional coding

(s+s)

*, *,*
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1. What major elements does a communication system ccintains? "Communication over long
distance is impossible without modulation. Modulation- is must to mitigate several
constraints in kansinission. " Justif-y.

2. .Define Band.pass signal and Band, Limited signal with example. Write the properti", of
LTI system

3. Derive the expression'for double side band full carrier amplitude wave where the massage

" contains a: single tone frequency componenJ. Also findflre. expression for riro.dulation
index. j ' :

' ,,. : . ,

4. Determine the percentage power saving of SSB modulated waye for.modulation depth
equal to: (i) l00o/o, and (ii) 50%.

5. Explain the effect of phase and frequency error in local osciliator in demodulating DSB
and SSB using PLL.

6.. Express the sinusoidal angle modulated wave interms of Bessel'function, Jn(F) of first
kind of ordern and argumJnt p.

7 . For the following Armstrong FM transmitter, compute maximum fiequency deviation and

tlre carrier frequency f; iq fi : 200kEIz, f1e = 10.8MH2, Afi :24H2, n1 : 65 and nz : 50.

SweFM(t)

14+41

14+4)

16+21

14+4)

t8l

i8l

i8l

rn(l)

ft' t,
c

Af
c

f,.o

8. Define.white noise with PSDF and auto correlation function. State the properties'of auto

9. Explain any one method of demodulating DPSK signal.
,

10. Write short nstes on:. . *,"-"
a) Filter and oscillator requirerneirt in FDM

14+41

[8]

lZxa.)

NBFM
Irrequctrcy
Multipliur

xn2

Iirequency
Multiplicr

xn1
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e/

Define modulatiod. Explain the reasons for modulation. Draw the funitional '

btock diagrarn of analog comm,rnicatibn system. and briefly explain each block.
(2+4+4>

Derive the equation for Singte Side-Band modglated signal in terms'of Hilbert
Traasformation of modulating signal rh(t). Briefly discuss any one method of
generating SSB signal . (6+4)

, 3.- . ., A.harmonic signal m(t) = 20 tos (2'.2c2000 t), Volt is used to &equency modulate

f , the carrier signal c(t):50 cos (2n 707 t), Volt. Assuming the frequency
sensitivity of the frequency modulator to be 200 HzA/olt, cilculate: (2.5x4:10)

- a) peak frequenei deviatien - ' '

c) bandwidthof rnodulated signal for over 98% of FM power. .' .

d) t';tai rlotiuiaic- signai po..vcr

Define energy spectrum and po',ver spectnrm density functions, Briefly explain
lhe operation qf analog specuum.analyzer. (4+6)

With functional block d.iagrams and spectral detailsrexplain the operation of
slereo encoderand decbder. (5+5)

Define FDM. Explain FDN'I hierarchy used in telephony. (4+6_)

Define unipoiar, polar; bi-pciar, ur:ipolar RZ and Manchester.line codes (5x2: l0)
{

-Write'short notes on: - (5+5)
a) Autooo:zelation functicn an<i its properties
b) Phase Lo5/ed Loop

+q
{

7..
\-/
\/'

***
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(6+4)

(s+s)

ilsstutte nfitrble data d nete.s.rdry.

l. Defin&with exarnples periodic and non-periodic signals. Prove that for a
linear tinre invariant system,.the o.utput is the convolution of the input and
the impulse response of the systenl. - (4+6)

?. . State arrd explain the following properties of Fourier Transform (2x5)
a) Modulation 

:.b) Duality (symmetry)

.3. Define Amplitude Modulation. With blcck riiagram and necessary
' derivations, show that switching modulator can be used to generate Double

Sideband Fuli Carrier AIvI signal. (2+S)

4. Derivb the expression for the. USB - SSB signal in terms of the carrier c(t)
: A. cos (ol.t) and a random band linritad signal nr(t). (i0)

A modulated signal has the expression: (2x5)

Z(t1:5gcos{98,6*i0u*2tct+|5;in(21103x2zrt)}|volts'.'
Deter4rfnq: a) type ofimqdulation; b) f:equelicy deviation, c) frequenc]: ' :"
sensitivity of the modirlator d)'modulaticn index ahd e) power-&liverdd io
a 50 Ohms impedance tJansmitting e.r.t'-:-iia. * --'{ _ -' --l----: ,.: .'

With block diagram *d o.""rrary derivations, prqye that PLL can be used
to demodulated FM signal. . (10)

Derive the expression for power spectral density function (psdf) for a

power type signal. Give thi interpretation.of psdf..

Write notes on: t.

5

6.

l.
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S abj ecr : - Communication Systerns I

^- '/. Candidates are required to give their answers in their own ivords as*ar as practicable
'Ja--r . . {' Attempt All questions.
. - '/ Thefigures in. the margin indtcate Futl Llarks. . '.

/ Assuine suitable ciata if necessary.

1. Detine energy tlpe and power tlpe signals. Find whether the signal x(t) : Acos2nft is
energy tlpe of power [rpe signal. l+6)

2. Show ho.w can a square iaw modulator be used to generate DSB-A-IM signal, explain with
' neat diagrams. What are the basis characteristics ofDSB-AM? 16+2)

3. Explain the working prin'ciple of the supe? heterodyne AIvI receiver rvi'rh the help of block
diagram. Why standard A.rVI is used ip 4I4 radio broadcasting? l6+2J

4. Show that the output of th€ baiancOd fnotltriatoi isrDS'B-SC mociuiateC wave. Draw DSB- 
I r !'" ''"

5. Horv can you gererate FM wave using Arrrstrong modulator (indirect method)? Expiain
with the help of block diagram. Why pre-emphasis and de-emphasis uefw'orks are used in
FM? L6+?)

6. A mod.ulating signal m(t) :3Cos(2000t) modulates the carrier signal c(t) : gCos(70000t)

to prodrrce the modulated signal s(0 : gCos(70000t + i6 Sin2000t). Calculate: the total
mo<iulated signal power, modulation index, peak frequency deviation and the bandwidth
oinnodulated signal. i2+2+2+?l

7 . Explain stereo FIvI transmitter and receiver with the hetp of bloci< dia-e'ams. If mono FM
. receiver is used to receive the signal from stereo FM h'ansmitter, rv[3i'.v'i11 be the output

ofElf receiver? Explain. L6+21

8. .Er,plain the working principle of Analog spectrum aaalyzer ..,.'ith the help of bloc!
<iiagams t8l

g. Explain ASK and FSK modulators and dbmodulators w'ith the help of bloc!: diagrams.
Can PSK wave be detected using envelope detector? Explair. 16+21

10. $/rite notes on: l4+4)

a) FDM in Telephony
b) Phase Modulation

++*
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Subject: - Communication System I

,/ Cdndidates. are required to give their answers in their. own words as far as practicab'le. . . ' : I
-.:-.,".i'..",,rr,,eiei|iinthenhigintncticateFulIfuIarks.

Ia Explain how can you class$ systems accdrding to their basic properties. Show that an l
ideat LPF is non-casual; - 1 '.' .: (4+4)' I

b)ExpIainindetai1withaneatfirnctionaIb1ockdiagramofasuperheterod5me:eceiverused'
in a corlmercial stdudard AIVI radio. \\&y Standard Ar\{ is used itr AIVI radio " 

i. broadcasting? . (51?).

- 2a) Show how can a ring modulator.be used to.generate DSB-SC signal egplain widr neat :
. :'' .diagraruis. Whatarethebasic'ehdfactbiistics.of DSB-SC? : '' ' . ' :' r'- ' '€+3)' :. 

i

b) Explain how frequency modul'ated. signals'can be generated by'difect method using a
varactor diode. What are the disadvantages of such amethod? (6+D I

3a) Why do we use shifl keyrrg lsshnique in communication system? Distingu:ish between
ASK FSK and ?SK (3+5)

b) S.!oy how D-sB-AM.qigpal.,.cgg.Qg*{e}p..te3..pfrpg.34.e}f.glo.pp-4-qle.91pl.le.d.Steb,.-E}.ry
envelope detector camot be used to demoduiate DSB-SC wave? (5+3)

4a) Derive a general expression for an energy spectral densrty of an enerry sigual with an
example of an ideal BPF. Ivlentionbasic iroperties of the energv spdcfal de,qsity,. (5+3)

b) A low frequency sipal m(t)=2cos(5000t) modulates the carrier.$gnai c(t)=lgsqt
':' .-- - (1OO,OO0I)toproducethemodulated'signalu(t)=I0cos(100,000t+tOsin5000t). Calcqlate: :'-.''l',,".-'.'

the total modr:Iated slpal power; modulation index; pe.ik frequpncy.deviation; .the
bandwidth ofraodulated signal. (+XZ)-

5a) Qisc'uss a block diagram of an analog commr:nication system- Explain FDVI system with j

neat diagrrms, assuming tlree different Eessage signals are to be transmitted

b) 3ffi:Iffitl can be used to demodutate FM signat with a neat diagram what'J:l,fl)"
basic uses of PLL? (6+2)

I
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